2015 was a year of reflection, rebranding and growth, all while reaching new heights and depths of impact in the community. This is vitally important because we know that advancing the health and development of infants and toddlers for years to come will require changing systems, and informing this change through on-the-ground efforts.

In 2015, we tripled the amount of trainings, webinars and events to reach more than 2,100 early childhood practitioners through professional development, the IMH-E® credential, and mentoring. As a result, our trainings helped improve the quality of care for more than 300,000 children across the state of Texas.

We’re proud of where First3Years stands today — serving as an organization that leverages collaborative partnerships to bring about lasting change, both at the system level and in community-based settings.

As with everything we do, we couldn’t have done it alone. It takes the support of our generous funders, engaged partners, and the whole First3Years community, to be able to continue building our impact and giving young children a strong voice in our state. We thank you for your role in this.

Warmly,
Sadie Funk, IMH-E®
Executive Director
Susan Peek Hoff
Board President

We believe in jumpstarting systems change within Child Welfare, beginning with the youngest. In 2015, we launched Safe Babies Tarrant County, an effort which seeks to systematically redesign how infants and toddlers are managed within Child Welfare, and to ensure that decisions are developmentally informed.

In 2015, our trainings reached 2,100 professionals, including early childhood experts, home visitors, educators, nurses, pediatricians and impacted more than 300,000 infants and toddlers across Texas. In building the field, we awarded 36 candidates with the internationally-recognized Infant Mental Health Endorsement Credential (IMH-E®), totaling 167 since 2004.

We launched Just Beginning, working with teens in the juvenile justice system to offer parenting support and skills, fostering a healthy relationship from day one.
Closing out our 35th year as an organization, **First3Years** continues on a growth trajectory with regards to financial positioning, capacity building and fund diversification. This year, First3Years experienced a 55% growth in revenue, secured five new foundation grants, and built a solid base for long-term individual and corporate giving. Our staff grew from two to five, and the number of key collaborations and partnerships has grown. First3Years thanks our supporters, volunteers and partners. Together, we’re helping to create a stronger, better start for Texas infants and toddlers.

---

### Our Supporters

#### Foundations
- Anonymous
- The Charles and Betti Saunders Foundation Fund of the Austin Community Foundation
- A Child of Grace Foundation
- Communities Foundation of Texas Community Foundation of North Texas
- The Dallas Foundation
- David B. and Leslie G. Katz Charitable Foundation of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
- The Gaston Episcopal Hospital Foundation
- George and Fay Young Foundation
- Harold Simmons Foundation
- Hoblitzel Foundation
- The Isaac I. Foundation
- Khan Education Foundation
- Marilyn and David Adler Philanthropic Fund of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
- Marshall and Michelle Funk Family Philanthropic Fund of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
- The Meadows Foundation
- The Michael and Anne Calhoun Duffy Foundation
- Fund of The Catholic Foundation
- The Miles Foundation
- M.R. and Evelyn Hudson Foundation
- Rainwater Charitable Foundation
- The Rees-Jones Foundation
- Schoenbrun Philanthropic Fund of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
- Social Venture Partners Dallas
- The Wales Family Foundation

#### Business/Corporate
- Access Bank
- B2BCFO
- Blackmon Mooring
- Children's Health
- Custom Greenscaping
- Dana Haywood Construction
- Management
- Freeman
- Greener Pastures
- H-E-B Tournament of Champions I-Fratellis
- Independent Bank
- International Building Service
- Inwood National Bank
- Joe Funk Construction
- Jones Commercial Interiors
- KP Post Company
- Marinas International
- The Power of Nurturing Care
- Premier Elevator Services
- Property Advisers Realty
- Reliable Paving
- SAGE
- Scott's Marinas at Lake Grapevine
- Southland Property Tax Consultants, Inc.
- Taiber Kosmala & Associates, LLC.
- Timberlawn Psychiatric Research Foundation
- Waldman Bros.
- WJPR CPAs

#### Individuals
- Anonymous
- Suzy Armstrong
- Richard and Judy C. Bigelow
- Elizabeth Sobel Blum
- Lisa Bracken
- Jim Brewer
- John Brown
- Randy Colen
- Eleanor Butt Crook
- Philip and Cristina Danze
- Matthew and Ronda Deso
- Anne and Mike Duffy
- Loren Eaton
- Ira and Barbara Einsohn
- Regen Horchow Fearon
- Pete Flanders
- Cynthia Frosch
- Marshall and Michelle Funk
- Sandy Funk
- Pagett Gosslee
- Jeri Lynn Hammer
- Kyle Hodges
- Susan Hoff
- Andrew Jones
- Collin Jones
- Stacey Jourdain
- Soudary Kittivong-Greenbaum
- Sandra Lamm Everett
- Kathy Livingston
- Debra Levy
- Hillary and David Lynch
- Carol and Ed Maier
- David and Patty Miller
- Angela Moemeka
- Nubia Morales
- Margaret Owen
- Kevin Post
- Adam Prewett
- Ron Rinard
- David and Louise Rosenfeld
- Avi Schonwald
- Mark Sinatra
- Jeremy Smith
- David Sutherland
- Jane L Switzer
- Steven Tabor

#### In Memoriam:
- Mary Greene, advocate, board member and longtime supporter

#### Special Thanks
- Anne Duffy, SVP Partner
- Jerry Reis
- Katy Reis
- Steve Sutton
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### Board of Directors
- Susan Peek Hoff, President
- Ira Einsohn, Treasurer
- Hillary Kramer Lynch
- Elizabeth Sobel Blum
- Lisa Bracken
- Barbie Brashear
- Jim Brewer
- Adam Dusenbury
- Mary Greene
- Holly Gursslin
- Kyle Hodges
- Stacy Jourdain
- Claire Merkl
- David Miller
- Stacy Ramirez
- Carolyn Simpson
- Mark Sinatra
- Jeremy Smith
- Jane Switzer

### Staff
- Sadie Funk, Executive Director
- Soudary Kittivong-Greenbaum, Director of Advancement
- Jes Fyall, Training Manager
- Isabel Tanco, Program Coordinator
- Matthew Willoughby, Just Beginning Program Coordinator